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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are interested in existence of positive classical solutions
of the problem
yDu s au p in R n s x g R n : x ) 0 , 4q n
P­ u  .
q n ny s u on ­ R s x g R : x s 0 , 4q n­ xn
where a G 0, p, q ) 1, and n ) 2.
It is obvious that for n s 1 positive solutions do not exist, and it is also
relatively easy to see that for n s 2 nonexistence holds as well cf.
.Proposition 6.1 .
* E-mail: chipot@amath.unizh.ch.
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 .  .If n ) 2, solutions are known to exist for p s n q 2 r n y 2 and
 . w x w xq s nr n y 2 . It was shown in 5 and 12 that in this case any positive
solution is of the form
a
0 0 0 nu x s , a ) 0, x s x , . . . , x g R , .  .1 n .ny2 r220< <x y x q b .
1 a
0 2rny2. 4rny2.x s y a , b s a .n n y 2 n y 2 n .
 . If a s 0 then positive solutions do not exist for q - nr n y 2 see
w x.10 .
The main aim of this paper is to prove existence of positive solutions for
n q 2 n
p G and q G . 1.1 .
n y 2 n y 2
We also prove nonexistence for a ) 0 in the following three cases:
 .  .  .  .i p F n q 2 r n y 2 and q F nr n y 2 with at least one strict
inequality,
 .  .ii p - nr n y 2 ,
 .  .iii q - nr n y 1 .
 .We have an example which shows that solutions may exist also if 1.1
 .does not hold. Namely, if p s q ) nr n y 2 and a ) 0 then there are
explicit solutions of the form
a
0 0 0 nu x s , x s x , . . . , x g R , .  .1 n2r py1.0< <x y x
 .1r py101 2 p 2 xn0x s y n y , a s y .n  /  /a p y 1 p y 1
 .To prove nonexistence in case i we use a variant of the well-known
 .  .moving plane method. Nonexistence in cases ii and iii follows from
some blowup results for parabolic problems.
w xThe basic idea of the existence proof is the same as in 6 , where a
problem in R n was studied. But there are significant differences at the
technical level caused by the nonlinear boundary condition. We consider
first the auxiliary eigenvalue problem
< < py1 q n < <yDu s lu q a u u in B s x g R : x - R , x ) 0 , 4R n
­ u qy1 n< < < <y s u u on D s x g R : x - R , x s 0 , 4R n­ xn
P .R
q n < <u s 0 on S s x g R : x s R , x G 0 , 4R n
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 .  .  .where R ) 0, n ) 2, p G n q 2 r n y 2 , q G nr n y 2 , a G 0, and
l g R. We use the Rabinowitz theorem to show that there is an un-
 R R.  .bounded branch of solutions l , u emanating from l , 0 such that1
0 - lR - l , uR ) 0 in Bq , l is the first eigenvalue of the corresponding1 R 1
linear problem. The fact that lR ) 0 is proved by a Pohozaev identity and
it is used to show that lR ª 0 as R ª `. It is the Pohozeaev identity
where the assumption on supercriticality of both exponents is needed. To
R  .prove that u converges through a subsequence to a solution of P as
R ª ` we use Schauder estimates that might perhaps be of independent
interest. To prove that the limiting solution is positive we establish some
symmetry and monotonicity results for positive solutions of problems that
 .include P . These results could be of independent interest, too.R
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the existence proof
with three ingredients left to the next three sections. In Section 3 we
 .derive a priori estimates that are needed to prove existence for P . InR
Section 4 we establish Schauder estimates and other auxiliary results that
allow us to pass to the limit as R ª `. Symmetry and monotonicity of
 .solutions of P are studied in Section 5. Section 6 contains nonexistenceR
results.
2. EXISTENCE
 .To rewrite P as an integral equation we introduce some notation. ForR
R n  4 n  4R ) 0 let I : R _ 0 ª R _ 0 denote the inversion
R2
RI x s x , . 2< <x
and let h be the fundamental solution of the equationx
yDh s d in R n ;x x
this means
1 2p n r22yn< <h y s x y y , v s . .x ny1n y 2 v G nr2 .  .ny1
n  4 RFor x g R _ 0 let h denote the Kelvin transform of h ,x x
ny2R
R
Rh s h .x I  x . /< <x
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n .  .Now define x s x , x , . . . , x , yx for x s x , x , . . . , x , x g R1 2 ny1 n 1 2 ny1 n
and
R RG x , y s yh y q h y y h y q h y .  .  .  .  .R x x x x
nfor x / y / x , x , y g R .
Then G is Green's function for the problemR
yDu s f in Bq ,R
­ u
y s w on D ,R­ xn
u s c on Sq .R
Using G we now obtainR
u q lLu q g u s 0, .
where
L: u ¬ u y G ?, y dy , .  .H RqBR
py1
g : u ¬ a u y u y G ?, y dy .  .  .H RqBR
qy1 ny1q u y u y G ?, y dH y . .  .  .  .H R
DR
PROPOSITION 2.1. The operators L and g are compact in the space
1qa q qE s u g C B : u s 0 on S . 4 .R R
Moreo¨er,
5 5 5 5g u s o u as u ª 0. .  .E EE
We prove this proposition in Section 3 using a potential theory ap-
w xproach. By constructing barrier functions, Azzam 1 derived Schauder-type
estimates for solutions of elliptic boundary value problems on sectionally
smooth domains where the boundary condition changes from homoge-
neous Dirichlet to homogeneous Neumann at the singular part of the
w xboundary. It is assumed in 1 that the angle between two smooth parts of
the boundary is smaller than pr4. In Section 3 we shall take advantage of
the very special geometry of our domain.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let l be the first eigen¨alue of the problem1
yDu s lu in Bq ,R
­ u
y s 0 on D ,R­ xn
L .R
u s 0 on Sq .R
Let
S s l, u g R = E: l, u is a solution of P , u k 0 . 4 .  .  .R
 .Then there is a subcontinuum C of S such that l , 0 g C and either1
 .i C is unbounded in R = E
or
 .  .  .ii m, 0 g C where m is an eigen¨alue of L and m ) l .R 1
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.1 and the Rabi-
nowitz bifurcation theorem.
 .LEMMA 2.3. If l, u g S then l ) 0.
 .Proof. For the problem P the well-known Pohozaev identity takesR
the form
n y 2 n pq12 < <l u dx s a y u dxH H /q q2 p q 1B BR R
n y 2 n y 1 qq1 ny1< <q y u dHH /2 q q 1 DR
R 2 ny1< <q =u dH .H
q2 SR
The assumptions on a, p, and q guarantee that the first two terms on
the right-hand side are nonnegative.
2 q 1 q .  .LEMMA 2.4. Let w g C B l C B , w k 0, be a nonnegati¨ e solu-R R
tion of
yDw G c x w in Bq , . R
­ w
y G d x w on D , . R­ xn
` q. ` .with c g L B and d g L D . ThenR R
n < <=w y ? y - 0 for each y g ­ D s x g R : x s R , x s 0 , 4 . R n
 .for which w y s 0.
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Proof. Our proof is a simple adaptation of the standard proof of Hopf's
 w x w x.lemma see 8 and 7 . Without loss of generality we may assume that
 .y s R, 0, . . . , 0 . Hence we need to show that
­ w
y - 0. 2.1 .  .
­ x1
First note that from the strong maximum principle and Hopf's lemma it
follows that
w ) 0 on Bq j D . 2.2 .R R
We shall first prove the lemma in the case
c x ' 0 and d x ' 0. 2.3 .  .  .
 . 0  .For a fixed a g 0, R let x s a, 0, . . . , 0 and set
0 0  4A s B x , R y a _B x , R y a r2 l x ) 0 . .  . . . n
 4 < 0 <Note that y s ­ A l ­ B . Using the notation r s x y x for x g A weR
 .  2 .   .2 .consider on A the function z x s exp ylr y exp yl R y a with
l ) 0 to be determined later. Note that
n
2 2 2yD z s exp ylr y4l x q 2l . .  . i
is1
Hence for l big enough, which we shall fix from now on, we have
yD z F 0 on A. 2.4 .
 .  0  . .  4From 2.2 we deduce that w ) 0 on ­ B x , R y a r2 l x G 0 . Hencen
we may choose an « ) 0 such that
0  4w y « z G 0 on ­ B x , R y a r2 l x G 0 . . . n
We claim that
w y « z G 0 on A. 2.5 .
 .  .Indeed, by 2.4 it follows that yD w y « z G 0 on A. Hence the mini-
mum of w y « z is attained on ­ A. We clearly have
w y « z G 0 on ­ A l ­ B x 0 , R y a j ­ B x 0 , R y a r2 . .  . . .
 4  .Since ­ zr­ x s 0 on x s 0 , it follows that y­ w y « z r­ x G 0 onn n n
 4­ A l x s 0 . From Hopf's lemma we then conclude that the minimumn
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of w y « z cannot be attained on
0 0  4B x , R y a _B x , R y a r2 l x s 0 .  . . . n
 .  . .   . . .and 2.5 follows. Since w y « z y s 0 we get that ­ w y « z r­ x y1
 . .  .  .F 0. Since ­ zr­ x y - 0, 2.1 follows when 2.3 is satisfied.1
w xIn the general case we define, following 7 , the function ¨ s
 .exp ya x w for some a ) 0 to be determined. An elementary calculationn
 .shows that for a large enough which we can now fix we have
0 F a 2 q c x ¨ F yD¨ y 2a ¨ in Bq . . x Rn
and
0 F a q d x ¨ F y¨ on D . . . x Rn
We can then apply the first part of the proof to ¨ noting that the same
.argument works when the operator yDu is replaced by yDu q 2a ux n
and the result follows.
 . qLEMMA 2.5. If l, u g S and u ) 0 in B then l - l .R 1
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 we have that l ) 0 therefore Du F 0. By the
Hopf maximum principle and by Lemma 2.4 we have ­ ur­n - 0 on Sq , nR
is the unit outer normal of S and also ­ ur­ x - 0 on D . It follows thatR n R
q  .tf - u in B j D for small t ) 0; f is the first eigenfunction of L .1 R R 1 R
Therefore there is a t ) 0 such that t f F u in Bq and either1 1 1 R
t f x s u x for some x g Bq .  .1 1 0 0 0 R
or
­f ­ u1 qt x s x for some x g S . .  .1 0 0 0 R­n ­n
If l G l then1
D u y t f s ylu q l t f y au p F 0 in Bq . .1 1 1 1 1 R
The strong maximum principle and Lemma 2.4 imply in both cases that
u ' t f , a contradiction.1 1
LEMMA 2.6. Let
­ u
q q qP s u g E: u ) 0 in B j D , - 0 on S .R R R 5­n
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q  . q.  . qThen C s C l 0, l = P is an unbounded continuum in 0, l = P .1 1
 . qFurthermore, for any A ) 0 there is l, u g C such that
5 5 qu s A.C .BR
w xProof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6 in 6 , but we carry it
out in detail for the reader's convenience.
Define
Pys yPq, Cys C l 0, l = Py , CU s Cqj Cyj l , 0 . 4 .  . .1 1
y q  .  .Obviously, C s QC , where Q l, u s l, yu .
To show that C s CU we first observe that Cq is nonempty. This
w xfollows from Theorem 1.19 in 14 since according to this theorem, in a
 .neighborhood of l , 0 , C consists of a curve1
< <l s , sf q w s : s - d , d ) 0, l 0 s l ,  .  .  . .1 1
< <w s s o s as s ª 0 . 2.64 .  .  .E
 . qThus sf q w s g P for s sufficiently small and positive. Lemmata 2.31
 .  . qand 2.5 imply that l s g 0, l . Therefore, C / B.1
U  .Now, suppose C leaves C at some point l, u . This means that for
 .every neighborhood N of l, u we have
N l CU / B, N l C _ CU / B. .
 .  .Clearly, 0 F l F l and l, u / l , 0 because, in a neighborhood of1 1
 .  .  .  .l , 0 , C consists of the curve 2.6 . Furthermore, l, u / l, 0 for any1
 .  .l - l since such a l cannot be an eigenvalue of L and l, 0 cannot be1 R
q ya bifurcation point. Suppose u f P . By symmetry we have that u f P ,
q y qtherefore u g ­ P j ­ P . Assume that u g ­ P . Then u G 0, Du F 0,
and by the strong maximum principle and Lemma 2.4 we conclude that
q qu g P , a contradiction. Since P is open in E and Lemmata 2.3 and 2.5
Uimply that 0 / l / l , we conclude that C s C .1
 .It is clear now that case ii in Proposition 2.2 cannot occur; hence C is
unbounded and also Cq and Cy are unbounded.
q q .  .If C was bounded in 0, l = C B then Schauder estimates would1 R
q  .imply that C is bounded in 0, l = E. Therefore1
&
q q  4C s u g E: l, u g C for some l g 0, l j 0 4 .  .1
q .is an unbounded continuum in C B .R
 R R. RPROPOSITION 2.7. Let l , u g S be such that 0 F u F A for some
R  4A ) 0. If l ª 0 as R ª ` then there is a sequence R , R ª `, such thatj j
R j  .u con¨erges to a solution of P .
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This proposition is proved in Section 4.
 . qPROPOSITION 2.8. If u is a solution of P , u ) 0 in B , then it attainsR R
its maximum at the origin.
We prove this proposition in Section 5.
 .THEOREM 2.9. For e¨ery A ) 0 there is a positi¨ e solution u of P with
sup u x s u 0 s A. .  .
nxgRq
 R R.Proof. Lemma 2.6 implies that given A there is a solution l , u of
 .P such thatR
c
R q R R qu ) 0 in B , sup u s A , and 0 - l - l B s ; .R 1 R 2
q RBR
 . Rc is the first eigenvalue of L . Since l ª 0 as R ª `, Proposition 2.71
R  .implies that u converges through a subsequence to a solution u of P as
R .  .R ª `. Proposition 2.8 implies that u 0 s A s u 0 s max u.
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1
` q. ` .LEMMA 3.1. For f g L B and w g L D defineR R
¨ x s f y G x , y dy and w x s w y G x , y dH ny1 y .  .  .  .  .  .  .H HR RqB DR R
for x g R n .
Then
¨ x s y F y h y dy , .  .  .H x
nR
where F is obtained from f by extending it first symmetrically to B , i.e.,R
q .  . F y s f y for y g B , and then antisymmetrically with a suitable multi-R
. nplier to R _ B , that is,R
nq2R
R nF y s y F I y for y g R _ B . .  . . R /< <y
Similarly,





R nF y s y w I y for y g ­ R _ D . .  . . q R /< <y
R .Proof. Taking into account that the Jacobian det DI y of the Kelvin
R . k  < <.2 ktransform I y in R is y Rr y and making obvious substitutions
one can verify the claim easily.
This lemma reduces ¨ and w to the usual Newton and simple layer
potentials, respectively. The fast decay of F and F guarantees that ¨ and
w have many properties of potentials of functions with compact support.
` q. 5 5If f g L B and F is its extension as above then obviously F s`R
5 5f and`
nq2R
5 5 < <F y F f if y G R; . `  /< <y
hence
5 5 1 n n 5 5F F cR f , 3.1 .L R . `
where c depends only on n.
` . 5 5 5 5Similarly, for w g L D and its extension F we have that F s w ,` `R
nR
5 5 < <F y F w if y G R; . `  /< <y
hence
5 5 1 ny1 ny1 5 5F F cR w , 3.2 .L R . `
where c depends only on n.
 .  n < < 4Let B x, R s y g R : x y y - R .
LEMMA 3.2. Let m be a Radon measure in R k, 0 - « - r - `, s ) 0.
Then
< <ys ysx y y dm y s r m B x , r y m B x , « .  .  . .  . .H
 .  .B x , r _ B x , «
r
ysy1q s t m B x , t dt. . .H
«
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Further, if there are k G s and K ) 0 such that
k xm B x , t F Kt for t g 0, r , . . 
then
kys kys< <x y y dm y F K r if k ) s, .H
k y s .B x , r
< <ysx y y dm y F K 1 q s log r y log « if k s s. .  . .H
 .  .B x , r _ B x , «
 .  .Proof. Denote B x, r _ B x, « by B. Then
`ys ys< < < <x y y dm y s m B l y : x y y G t dt 4 .  .H H
B 0
rys y1r ss m B l B x , t dt . .H
0
`
y1r sq m B l B x , t dt . .H
ysr
r
ys ysy1s r m B q s T m B x , T dT . .  . .H
«
To obtain the last equality we used the substitution T s ty1r s. The rest of
the proof is simple calculations.
` q.LEMMA 3.3. If f g L B , then there is a constant c which depends onlyR
on n such that
2 n5 5¨ x F cR f for x g R . . `
< < n   .. n 5 5Proof. Put m s F ? L . Then m B x, r F cr f and`
2yn< <¨ x F c x y y dm y . .  .H
nR
From Lemma 3.2 with k s k s n, s s n y 2, we obtain
n2yn 2< < 5 5x y y dm y F R f . .H `2 .B x , R
On the other hand
< < 2yn 2yn 5 5 1 n 2 5 5x y y dm y F R F F cR f ; .H L R . `
n  .R _ B x , R
 .the last inequality follows from 3.1 .
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` q.LEMMA 3.4. If f g L B , then there is a constant c which depends onlyR
on n such that
n5 5 < <¨ x q h y ¨ x F cR f h for x , h g R . .  . `
< < nProof. Let m s F ? L . Then
2yn 2yn< < < <¨ x q h y ¨ x F c x q h y y y x y y dm y .  .  .H  < <.B x , 2 h
2yn 2yn< < < <q x q h y y y x y y dm y . 3.3 .  .H /n  < <.R _ B x , 2 h
The first integral on the right-hand side is bounded by
< < 2yn < < 2yn < < 2 5 5x q h y y dm y q x y y dm y F c h f ; .  .H H `
 < <.  < <.B xqh , 3 h B x , 2 h
the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.2 with k s k s n and s s n y 2.
 .To estimate the second integral in 3.3 we use the mean value theorem:
zh2yn 2yn< < < <x q h y y y x y y s 2 y n , . n< <z
 . n  < <.where z s x q th y y for some t g 0, 1 . For y g R _ B x, 2 h we have
1< < < < < < < <z G x y y y h G x y y ; therefore2
2yn 2yn 1yn 1yn< < < < < < < < < < < <x q h y y y x y y F n y 2 h z F c h x y y . .
 .Now we estimate the second integral in 3.3 as follows:
2yn 2yn< < < <x q h y y y x y y dm y .H
n  < <.R _ B x , 2 h
< < < <1ynF c h x y y dm y .H
nR
< < < <1yn 1yn 5 5 1 nF c h x y y dm y q R F . .H L R . / .B x , R
Lemma 3.2 with k s k s n and s s n y 1 yields
< <1yn 5 5x y y dm y F cR f . .H `
 .B x , R
 .Using this and 3.1 we conclude that
2yn 2yn< < < < 5 5 < <x q h y y y x y y dm y F cR f h . .H `
n  < <.R _ B x , 2 h
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` q.LEMMA 3.5. If f g L B , then ¨ is differentiable andR
1 x y y
n=¨ x s F y dy for x g R . .  .H n
n < <v x y yRny1
Moreo¨er, there is a constant c which depends only on n such that
n5 5=¨ x F cR f for x g R . . `
Proof. We need to show that
1 x y y ? h .
< <¨ x q h y ¨ x y F y dy s o h .  .  .  .H n
n < <v x y yRny1
< <as h ª 0.
We estimate the integral
x y y ? h .2yn 2yn< < < <x q h y y y x y y q n y 2 dm y .  .H n
n < <x y yR
similarly as in the proof of the previous lemma. We write it as the sum of
 < <.two integrals; in the first one we integrate over B x, 2 h and in the
n  < <.  < < 2 .second one over R _ B x, 2 h . The first integral is O h as before, and
to estimate the second one we again use the mean value theorem as
follows:
x y y ? h .2yn 2yn< < < <x q h y y y x y y q n y 2 . n< <x y y
x q th y y ? h x y y ? h .  .
F n y 2 sup y . n n< < < <x q th y y x y y .tg 0, 1
x q th y y ? h .
< <F c h sup nq1< <x q th y y .tg 0, 1
< < 2 < <yn n < <F c h x y y for y g R _ B x , 2 h . .
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Therefore
2yn 2yn< < < <I s x q h y y y x y yH2
n  < <.R _ B x , 2 h
x y y ? h .
q n y 2 dm y .  .n< <x y y
< < 2 < <ynF c h x y y dm y .H
n  < <.R _ B x , 2 h
< < 2 yn 5 5 1 n < <ynF c h R F q x y y dm y . .L R . H / .  < <.B x , R _ B x , 2 h
Lemma 3.2 with k s k s s s n yields
< <yn 5 5 < <x y y dm y F f 1 q n log R y log h . .  . .H `
 .  < <.B x , R _ B x , 2 h
 .  < < 2y« .Using this and 3.1 we conclude that I s o h for « ) 0. The bound2
<  . <on =¨ x follows from the previous lemma.
` q.LEMMA 3.6. If f g L B , then there is a constant c which depends onlyR
on n such that
5 5 < < < < < <=¨ x q h y =¨ x F c f h 1 q log R q log h .  .  .`
n n  4for x g R and h g R _ 0 .
Proof. Denote
­ ¨ 1 x y yi i¨ x s x s F y dy. .  .  .H ni ny1 n < <­ x x y yv Ri
< < nWe shall proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Let m s F ? L . Then
x q h y y x y yi i i i i¨ x q h y ¨ x F c y dm y .  .  .H n ni i  < < < <x q h y y x y y < <.B x , 2 h
x q h y y x y yi i i i iq y dm y s c I q I .  .H n n 1 2/n < < < <x q h y y x y y < <.R _ B x , 2 h
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and
< <1yn < <1ynI F x q h y y dm y q x y y dm y .  .H H1
 < <.  < <.B xqh , 3 h B x , 2 h
< < 5 5F c h f ;`
the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.2 with k s k s n and s s n y 1.
 . < < nSet G z s z r z . Theni
< <yn < <yny2G z s d z y nz z z .j i j i j
<  . <  . < <ynand G z F n q 1 z . The mean value theorem implies that there isj
 .a t g 0, 1 such that
G x q h y y y G x y y s =G x q th y y ? h. .  .  .
n  < <.Since for y g R _ B x, 2 h we have
1< < < < < < < <x q th y y G x y y y h G x y y ,2
we obtain
< <G x q h y y y G x y y F h =G x q th y y .  .  .
< < < <yn < < < <ynF c h x q th y y F c h x y y .
Therefore
< < < <ynI F c h x y y dm y .H2
n  < <.R _ B x , 2 h
< < yn 5 5 1 n < <ynF c h R F q x y y dm y . .L R . H / .  < <.B x , R _ B x , 2 h
 .Using Lemma 3.2 and 3.1 as in the proof of the preceding lemma the
proof can be finished easily.
As an immediate consequence of the last two lemmata we have for any
 .b g 0, 1
b n5 5 < <=¨ x q h y =¨ x F C n , R , b f h for x , h g R , 3.4 .  .  .  .`
and a combination of this estimate with Lemmata 3.3 and 3.5 yields
5 5 1q b n 5 5¨ F C n , R , b f . .C R . `
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Hence, we have proved the following:
` q. 1qa  n.LEMMA 3.7. The operators L, g : L B ª C R ,1 R
L: u ¬ u y G ?, y dy and .  .H RqBR
py1
g : u ¬ a y y u y G ?, y dy .  .  .H1 RqBR
are compact. Moreo¨er,
p
` q ` q ` q5 5 5 5 5 51q a ng u s O u s o u as u ª 0. .  . .L B . L B . L B . .C R1 R R R
Now we study the function w defined in Lemma 3.1.
` .LEMMA 3.8. If w g L D , then there is a constant c which depends onlyR
on n such that
n5 5w x F cR w for x g R . . `
< < ny1Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Put m s F ? H
 . n X  .and for x s x , . . . , x , x g R set x s x , . . . , x , 0 . Then1 ny1 n 1 ny1
2yn 2ynX< < < <w x F c x y y dm y F c x y y dm y . .  .  .H H
n nR R
From Lemma 3.2 with k s n, k s n y 1, and s s n y 2 we obtain
< X < 2yn 5 5x y y dm y F n y 1 R w . .  .H `
X .B x , R
On the other hand
< < 2yn 2yn 5 5 1 ny1 5 5x y y dm y F R F F cR w ; .H L R . `
Xn  .R _ B x , R
 .the last inequality follows from 3.2 .
` .LEMMA 3.9. If w g L D , then there is a constant c which depends onlyR
on n such that
5 5 < < < < < <w x q h y w x F c w h 1 q log R q log h .  .  .`
n n  4for x g R and h g R _ 0 .
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< < ny1Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. Let m s F ? H .
Then
w x q h y w x .  .
2yn 2yn< < < <F c x q h y y y x y y dm y .H  < <.B x , 2 h
2yn 2yn< < < <q x q h y y y x y y dm y .H /n  < <.R _ B x , 2 h
s c I q I , .1 2
< < 5 5and I F c h w by Lemma 3.2 with k s n, k s n y 1, and s s n y 2.`1
The integral I can be estimated in the same manner as in the proof of2
Lemma 3.4 using the mean value theorem, Lemma 3.2 with k s n,
 .k s s s n y 1, and 3.2 .
As an immediate consequence of the last two lemmata we have for any
 .b g 0, 1
b n5 5 < <w x q h y w x F C n , R , b w h for x , h g R . 3.5 .  .  .  .`
To show that the operator w ¬ w is compact in C1qa we derive a
C1qa-bound for w in terms of the C a-norm of w. We shall use the
following notation:
aw x w xh f s inf t g 0, ` : dist f x , f y F t dist x , y , .  .  .  . 4a
where f is a mapping between two metric spaces.
LEMMA 3.10. Assume
a n < <w g C D , w x s 0 for x g ­ D s x g R : x s 0, x s R , 4 . .R R n
n  ny1.and F is its extension to ­ R s R defined as before byq
nR
R ny1 R RF x s y w x for x g R _ D , x s I x . .  .  .R /< <x
Then
a ny1 0 ny1 05 5 5 5F g C R , F s w , and h F F ch w ; .  .  .C R . C  .D a aR
c depends only on n.
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Proof. We only need to estimate
F x y F y .  .
ny1sup : x , y g R , x / ya 5< <x y y
if at least one of the points x, y is not in D .R
Consider first the case
 .a x g D , y f D .R R
Since F s 0 on ­ D , we haveR
a
< <F x F h w R y x , .  .  .a
aRaR R< < < <F y F w y F h w R y y s h w y y R .  .  .  . .  .a a  /< <y
a
< <F h w y y R . .  .a
Then
aa
< < < <F x y F y F h w R y x q y y R .  .  .  .  . .a
a a
< < < <y y R R y xa
< < < <F h w y y x q . .  .a  /  /< < < < < < < < /y y x y y x
Since
aa 1yasup l q 1 y l : l g 0, 1 s 2 , .  . 4
we obtain that
a1ya < <F x y F y F 2 h w x y y . .  .  .a
Consider now the case
 .b x, y f D .R
R R < < < < 2Since the triangles x0 y, y 0 x are similar with coefficient x y rR s
2  < R < < R <.R r x y , we obtain
a aF x y F y a b .  .
n R n Rs a w x y b w y , .  .a aR R< < < <x y y x y y
< R < < R <x y
a s , b s .
R R
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If a s b then we are done. Assume without loss of generality that a ) b.
Then
a aF x y F y a b .  .
Fa aR R< < < <x y y x y y
= an y bn w x R q bn w x R y w y R .  .  .  . . .
aR< <R y x
a a n n nF a b h w a y b q b .  .a R R /< < /x y y
a1 y a
a a n n nF a b h w a y b q b .  .a  / /a y b
F aabah w any1 q any2 b q ??? qbny1 .  .a
a1ya n= a y b 1 y a q b .  . .
F ch w . .a
Before we derive some estimates for w s ­ wr­ x in R n , we introducei i q
some notation and recall some known facts. Let us write a point x g R nq
 . ny1in the form x s z, t , z g R , t g R . Let P denote the Poissonq t
kernel in R n,
2 t
P z s , .t nr22 2vny1 < <z q t .
 j.  .and Q the jth conjugate Poisson kernel j s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 ,t
2 zj j.Q z s . .t nr22 2vny1 < <z q t .
Then
w s, t s F) P s s F z P s y z dH ny1 z .  .  .  .  .Hn t t
ny1R
and
w ?, t s F)Q j. , j s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. .j t
 w x w x.It is well known see 9 and also 16, Theorem 4.17, Chapter VI that for
p ny1.F g L R , 1 - p - `, the following holds:
F)Q j. s R F ) P , j s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1; 3.6 . .t j t
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 ny1.R F is the Riesz transform of F in R ,j
2 zj ny1R F s s lim F s y z dH z , .  .  .H nj
ny1 < <v ztx0  .R _ B 0, tny1
the convergence is in the L p-sense and also pointwise almost everywhere.
` .LEMMA 3.11. If w g L D , thenR
5 5 0 n 5 5 `w F w .C R . L D .n q R
If
a n < <w g C D , w x s 0 for x g ­ D s x g R : x s 0, x s R 4 . .R R n
then
5 5 0 n 5 5 aw F c w , j s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1;C R . C D .j q R
c depends only on n and a .
Proof. Since
w s, t s F s y z P z dH ny1 z , .  .  .  .Hn t
ny1R
we obtain immediately that
5 5 0 n 5 5 ` ny1 ny1 5 5 `w F F P z dH z s w . .  .C R . L R .H L D .n tq Rny1R
 .According to 3.6 , the derivatives w , j s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, are Poissonj
integrals of R F; hence analogously as before we havej
5 5 0 n 5 5 ` ny1w F R F .C R . L R .j jq
a  ny1. a  ny1.  wThe continuity of the operator R : C R ª C R see 15, Chap-j
x.ter VI, Section 5.3 and the previous lemma yield the second assertion.
LEMMA 3.12. Assume
aw g C D and w x s 0 . .R
n < <for x g ­ D s x g R : x s 0, x s R . 4R n
Then there is a constant c which depends only on n and a such that
h w F ch w , .  .a n a
5 5 ah w F c w , j s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. . C D .a j R
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 . ny1Proof. a If h g R then a simple observation yields
w s q h , t y w s, t .  .n n
ny1F F s q h y z y F s y z P z dH z .  .  .  .H t
ny1R
5 5 aF h F h .a
5 5 aF ch w h ; .a
the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.10.
 .b In this step we prove the Holder continuity of w in the e -direc-È n n
tion. Since
w s, t y F s s F s y z y F s P z dH ny1 z , .  .  .  .  .  . .Hn t
ny1R
an easy computation gives
a ny1 a< <0 ny1w ?, t y F F h F z P z dH z s ch F t . .  .  .  .  .H .C Rn a t a
ny1R
 .  .To estimate w s, t q h y w s, t we use the same method and then n
 .  .semigroup property P s P ) P or w ?, t q h s P )w ?, t . We ob-tqh h t n h n
tain
a ny1< <0 ny1w ?, t q h y w ?, t F h w ?, t z P z dH z .  .  .  .  . .H .C Rn n a n h
ny1R
< < aF ch F h . .a
 .  .  .c To estimate w , j - n, we proceed as in a and b with R Fj j
  .. a  ny1.instead of F cf. 3.6 and we again use the continuity of R : C Rj
a ny1 .ª C R .
LEMMA 3.13. The operator g : E ª E,2
qy1 ny1g : u ¬ u y u y G ?, y dH y , .  .  .  .H2 R
DR
is compact. Moreo¨er,
5 5 5 5g u s o u as u ª 0. .  .E E2 E
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Proof. Lemmata 3.8, 3.11, and 3.12 yield that
5 5 1q a n 5 5 aw F c n , R , a w .C R . C D .q R
and the compactness follows. We also have that
qy1
a< < 5 5 .u u ª 0 if u ª 0.C D ER
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.7
2 q 1 q .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let u g C B l C B satisfy2 r 2 r
yDu s f in Bq ,2 r
­ u
s w on D .2 r­ xn
 .Then for e¨ery a g 0, 1 the following estimates hold:
a 0 0 05 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q q qi u F c n , r , a u q f q w , .  .  .C  C  C  C . . . .B B B Dr 2 r 2 r 2 r
0 q 0pro¨ided f g C B and w g C D , .  .2 r 2 r
1q a 0 0 a5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q q qii u F c n , r , a u q f q w , .  .  .C  C  C  C . . . .B B B Dr 2 r 2 r 2 r
0 q apro¨ided f g C B and w g C D , .  .2 r 2 r
2q a 0 a 1qa5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q q qiii u F c n , r , a u q f q w .  .  .C  C  C  C . . . .B B B Dr 2 r 2 r 2 r
a q 1qapro¨ided f g C B and w g C D . .  .2 r 2 r
2qa  w x.Proof. The C -estimate is well known see 8, Theorem 6.26 .
Therefore we only prove the C a and C1qa-estimates.
Set
G x , y s yh y y h y , .  .  .x x
and choose a radially symmetric cutoff function
3` < <u g C B , u x s 1 if x F r , 0 F u F 1, .  .0 2 r 2
and such that
k yk05 5D u F c n , k r , k s 1, 2, . . . . .C  .B2 r
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For x g Bq we obtain from Green's theorem that2 r
u x u x s G x , y D u u y dy .  .  .  .  .H
qB2 r
q G x , y ­ u u y dH ny1 y . 4.1 .  .  .  .  .H n
D2 r
 .Since u is radially symmetric one has ­ u u s u ­ u on D . Usingn n 2 r
D u u s u Du q 2 =u ? =u q u Du .  .
 .we write the first integral in 4.1 as a sum of three integrals. The term
 .containing G =u ? =u can be computed now from
0 s div G x , y u y =u y dy .  .  . .H yqB2 r
s G x , y =u y ? =u y q u y .  .  .  .H 
qB2 r
= = G x , y ? =u y q G x , y Du u dy. .  .  .  . . .y
Hence, for x g Bq we have3r2. r
u x s y U x q V x q W x , .  .  .  . .
where
U x s u y 2 = G x , y ? =u y q G x , y Du y dy .  .  .  .  .  . .H yqB2 r
V x s G x , y u y f y dy , .  .  .  .H
qB2 r
W x s G x , y u y w y dH ny1 y . .  .  .  .  .H
D2 r
 n .The functions U, V, and W are defined by these formulae on R .
k  .The function U is harmonic on B and its derivatives D U x can be3r2. r
computed for x g B by formal differentiation under the integral sign.3r2. r
Since for x g B and y f Bq it holds thatr 3r2. r
2ynykk 2ynyk< <D G x , y F c n , k x y y F c n , k r .  .  .x
and
1ynykk 1ynyk< <D = G x , y F c n , k x y y F c n , k r , .  .  .x y
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we obtain
k yk0 05 5 5 5 qD U F c n , k r u , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .C  C . .B Br 2 r
The mean value theorem implies then that
k ykya 0< 5 5 xqh D U F c n , k r u , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , a g 0, 1 . .  .B C  .a Br 2 r
4.2 .
To derive the desired estimates for the functions V and W we can
proceed as in Section 3 where we studied similar potentials in a more
complicated situation. Lemma 3.3 yields
20 n 05 5 5 5 qV F c n r f . 4.3 .  .C R . C  .B2 r
From Lemma 3.5 we have
0 n o5 5 5 5 q=V F c n r f , 4.4 .  .C R . C  .B2 r
and the mean value theorem implies
2ya 05 5 qh V F c n r f . 4.5 .  .  .C  .a B2 r
 .Similarly as in 3.4 we obtain
c n .
1ya
o5 5 qh =V F r f . 4.6 .  .C  .a B2 r1 y a
Lemma 3.8 yields
0 n 05 5 5 5W F c n r w . 4.7 .  .C R . C  .D 2 r
 .Similarly as in 3.5 we obtain
c n .
1ya 05 5h W F r w , 4.8 .  .C  .a D 2 r1 y a
and Lemmata 3.11 and 3.12 imply
ya
a n a a5 5 5 5 5 5=W F c n , a uw F c n , a 1 q r w 4.9 .  .  .  .C R . C  C . .D Dq 2 r 2 r
a .  .  . 5 5 qfor a g 0, 1 . Combining 4.2 ] 4.9 , the estimates of u andC  B .r
1q a5 5 qu follow.C  B .r
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LEMMA 4.2. Let V ; R n be an open con¨ex set and let q ) 1. Then for
b .  .any b g 0, 1 and any nonnegati¨ e function u g C V it holds that
q q
b b . 5 5 5 5i u F u .C V . C V .
1qb 4  .If 0 - b - min 1, q y 1 and F ; C V is a bounded set of nonnega-
ti¨ e functions then
q 1qb .  4  .ii u : u g F is bounded in C V .
Proof. According to the mean value theorem we have
qy1q q 05 5u x y u y F q u u x y u y for x , y g V , .  .  .  .C V .
 .and we obtain i in the following way:
q q q q qy1
b 0 0 05 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F u q h u F u q q u h u .  .C V . C V . C V . C V .b b
q q
0 b5 5 5 5F u q h u s u . . .C V . C V .b
 .To prove ii we find a bound for
n n
q q qy1 qy11q b 0 05 5 5 5 5 5u s u q q u ­ u q q h u ­ u . C V . C V . C V .i b i
is1 is1
assuming that
0 05 5 5 5u , ­ u , and h ­ u .C V . C V .i b i
 qy1 .are bounded. It is sufficient to estimate h u ­ u . Writingb i
uqy1 x q h ­ u x q h y uqy1 x ­ u x .  .  .  .i i
s uqy1 x q h ­ u x q h y ­ u x .  .  . .i i
q ­ u x uqy1 x q h y uqy1 x , .  .  . .i
we see that
qy1 qy1 qy10 05 5 5 5h u ­ u F u h ­ u q ­ u h u , .  . . C V . C V .b i b i i b
 qy1.and it is sufficient to derive a bound for h u .b
 .  .If q G 2 then analogously as in the proof of i we obtain for b g 0, 1
qy1 qy205 5h u F q y 1 u h u .  .  .C V .b b
and we are done.
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 .If q g 1, 2 then
qy1qy1 qy1u x q h y u x u x q h y u x .  .  .  .
F
b b< < < <h h
b
u x q h y u x .  .
s  /< <h
qy1yb
= u x q h y u x . .  .
Hence,
bn
qy1ybqy1 0 05 5 5 5 xh u F ­ u 2 u for b g 0, q y 1 . .  . C V . C V .b i /
is1
LEMMA 4.3. For fixed p, q ) 1, a G 0, A ) 0, and r ) 0 denote by F
2 q . 1 q .the set of all functions u g C B l C B j D , 0 F u F A, for which8 r 8 r 8 r
w xthere is a l g y1, 1 such that
yDu s lu q au p in Bq ,8 r
­ u
qy s u on D .8 r­ xn
Then
2q b5 5 q  4sup u : u g F - ` for 0 - b - min 1, q y 1 . 4C  .Br
 .  .Proof. From Theorem 4.1 i we obtain immediately for any b g 0, 1
b q < 4  .  .qthat u : u g F is bounded in C B . According to Lemma 4.2 i ,B 4 r4 r
q b < 4  .  .u : u g F is bounded in C D . Theorem 4.1 ii then yields thatD 4 r4 r
1qb q < 4  .  .qu : u g F is bounded in C B . From Lemma 4.2 ii it follows thatB 2 r2 r
q 1qb < 4  .  4u : u g F is bounded in C D for 0 - b - min 1, q y 1 . Fur-D 2 r2 r
ther,
p p
b b b5 5 5 5 5 5q q qlu q au F u q a u ,C  C  C . . .B B B2 r 2 r 2 r
p b q < 4  .  .qand lu q au : u g F is bounded in C B . From Theorem 4.1 iiiB 2 r2 r
2qb q < 4  .qwe have immediately that u : u g F is bounded in C B .B rr
R R R  R. p RProof of Proposition 2.7. If we set f s l u q a u then f g
1qb q R 1qb q .  .C B since u g C B . In particular, the Newton potential withR R
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R 2 q R . density f is in C B . It is well known that this holds if f is locallyR
q w x. RHolder continuous in B ; see 8, Lemma 4.2 . Since u differs from thisÈ R
Newton potential by a function that is harmonic in Bq it follows thatR
pR 2 q R R R Ru g C B and yDu s l u q a u . . .R
Hence,
R 2 q 1qa qu g C B l C B .  .R R
R  .and u is a classical solution of P .R
R  xFix R such that l g 0, 1 for R G R .0 0
Choose r G R and set0
R < qG s u : R G 8 r . 4r Br
2qb q .Lemma 4.3 implies that G is relatively compact in C B for 0 - b -r r
 4 k R Rmin 1, q y 1 . For R s 8 write u , l , and V instead of u , l , andk k k
q   4.B , respectively. Fix b g 0, min 1, q y 1 and a positive integer k suchR 0
k 0  4`that 8 G R . For every integer k G k , the sequence u is rela-0 0 i iskq1
2qb ` .  4tively compact in C V . This implies that some subsequence uk k , i is10
` 2qb 4  .of the sequence u converges in C V , some subsequencei iskq1 k 0
` ` 2qb 4  4  .u of the sequence u converges in C V , and byk q1, i is1 k , i is1 k q10 0 0
repeating this procedure for every k ) k we find some subsequence0
` ` 2qb 4  4  .u of the sequence u that converges in C V . Then thek , i is1 ky1, i is1 k
` 2qb 4  .diagonal sequence u converges in C V for every k G k toi, i isk k 00
2 n n .some function u g C R j ­ R . Also,q q
­ u ­ ui , i q q ny s lim y s lim u s u on ­ R ,i , i q /­ x ­ xiª` iª`n n
and if l ª 0 as i ª ` theni, i
yDu s lim yDu s lim l u q au p s au p in R n . .  .i , i i , i i , i i , i q
iª` iª`
5. SYMMETRY AND MONOTONICITY
We shall need the following simple lemma.
 n 4LEMMA 5.1. Assume V ; x g R : d y « F x F d q « for some d gq 1
 .  . 4R and « ) 0. Let c g C V and d g C ­ V l x s 0 satisfyn
5 5 5 5c , d F M ,CV . C­ V l  x s04.n
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 X .  4for some M ) 0. Assume also that for e¨ery x , 0 g ­ V l x s 0 theren
 X .exists a g s g x ) 0 such that
X w xx , t : t g 0, g ; V . 4 .
Then there exists an « ) 0 depending only on M such that any solution0
2 1 .  .w g C V l C V of
yDw G c x w in V , .
­ w
 4y G d x w on ­ V l x s 0 , . n­ xn
 4w G 0 on ­ V l x ) 0n
 xsatisfies w G 0 on V pro¨ided « g 0, « .0
 n 4Proof. Let a domain V ; x g R : d y « F x F d q « be given. We1
first show that there exists an « ) 0 such that if « F « then there exists0 0
 .a positive function z x on V which satisfies
yD z ) c x z in V , .
­ z I .
 4y ) d x z on ­ V l x s 0 . . n­ xn
Indeed, set
z s s exp yb x cos m x y d .  .  . .n 1
 2with b and m to be determined later. Since yz s b z and yD z s m yx n2 .  .b z, I will be satisfied once we take b and m such that b ) M,
2 2  .m y b ) M, and then « - pr 2m . Now, given w as in the statement of0
the lemma we consider the function f s wrz. An elementary calculation
 w x.see 5, Lemma 2.2 gives that f satisfies
D z q c x z 1 2 2 .
yD f y f s yDw y c x w q =z ? =f G =z ? =f . .
z z z z
in V, and
z q d x z 1 .x nyf y f s yw y d x w G 0 . .x xn nz z
 4  .on ­ V l x s 0 . From I and our assumptions on V and w it followsn
that f cannot have a negative minimum on V. Hence f G 0 on V and also
w G 0 on V.
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2 q 1 q .  .PROPOSITION 5.2. Let u g C B l C B be a solution ofR R
yDu s f u in Bq , . R
u ) 0 in Bq ,R
u s 0 on Sq ,R
­ u
y s g u on D , . R­ xn
1 .with f , g g C R . Then u is axially symmetric with respect to the x -axis. Thatn
 X . X ny1  .  < X < .is, if we write x s x , x with x g R then u x s U x , x for somen n
function U. Moreo¨er, U is decreasing with respect to its first ¨ariable.
Proof. We start by showing that u is symmetric with respect to the
 4  . q  4plane x s 0 . For every l g 0, R we define S s B l x ) l , and1 l R 1
 .  l. l  4 u x s u x , where x is the reflection of x in the plane x s l i.e.,l 1
l  ..x s 2l y x , x , . . . , x . By the mean value theorem it follows that1 2 n
w s u y u satisfiesl l
yDw s c x w in S , .l l l l
­ w
 4y s d x w on ­ S l x s 0 , .l l l n­ xn
 .   4.with c g C S and d g C ­ S l x s 0 . Settingl l n
X X 5 5 5 5w xM s max f s , g s : s g y u , u , 4 .  . ` `
we use the above lemma to find an « for which we may conclude that0
 .w G 0 on S for l g R y « , R . Setl l 0
wl s inf l g 0, R : w x G 0 on S for all m g l, R . .  . . 40 m m
By the above we know that l - R. We claim that l s 0. Suppose0 0
instead that l ) 0. By continuity we have w G 0 on S . Since w ) 00 l l l0 0 0
on a portion of the boundary of ­ S , w ' 0 is impossible and so by thel l0 0
strong maximum principle we have w ) 0 on S .l l0 0
 .  .Next we claim that for any t g l , R there exists an a s a t ) 00
q  4such that w G a on B l x G t . It is clearly enough to show thatl R 10
q  4w x ) 0 for all x g A ' B l x G t . 5.1 .  .l t R 10
 .It is clear that 5.1 is valid for x g A for which x ) 0. For x g A l Dt n t R
 .  . .we cannot have w x s 0. Indeed, this would imply that y ­ w r­ x xl l n0 0
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 .  .s d x w x s 0, contradicting Hopf's lemma. It remains to show thatl l0 0
 .  4 q  .w y ) 0 for any y g A l x s 0 l S . Suppose that w y s 0. Thenl t n R l0 0
 l0.also u y s 0. We can then apply Lemma 2.4 for w on the domainl0
 . . n  .B R y drR y, d l R for some small d ) 0 smaller than t y l toq 0
 . .  . .infer that ­ w r­ x y - 0. We have also clearly that ­ ur­ x y F 0.l 1 10
Hence
­ w­ u ­ ul0l0y s y y y y ) 0. .  . .
­ x ­ x ­ x1 1 1
 l0. l0But since u y s 0, y is a minimum point of u on D . In particularR
 . l0.  .­ ur­ x y s 0, hence 5.1 is established.1
 .Let us fix any t g l , l q « with « corresponding to0 0 0 0 0
X X
`5 5w xM s max f s , g s ; s g 0, u . 4 .  . L
q . For l - l close enough to l we have w G a t r2 on A s B l x1 0 0 l 0 t R 10
4 w xG t for all l g l , l . Fix such l which satisfies also l ) l y « .0 1 0 1 1 0 0
 .Now for any l g l , l it follows from the choice of l and from Lemma1 0 1
q   .45.1, applied to w on V s B l x g l, t , that w G 0 on S . Thisl R 1 0 l l
contradicts the choice of l . It follows that0
q  4u yx , x , . . . , x G u x , x , . . . , x for every x g B l x ) 0 . .  .1 2 n 1 2 n R 1
Moving the plane in the opposite direction yields that
q  4u yx , x , . . . , x G u x , x , . . . , x for every x g B l x - 0 , .  .1 2 n 1 2 n R 1
and the symmetry in the x -direction is established. Applying the same1
argument for all directions in R ny1 yields the axial symmetry of u. The
< X < < . <monotonicity in x s x , . . . , x follows by applying Hopf's lemma to1 ny1
each S .l
2 q 1 q .  .PROPOSITION 5.3. Let u g C B l C B be a solution ofR R
yDu s f u in Bq , . R
u ) 0 in Bq ,R
u s 0 on Sq ,R
­ u
y G 0 on D ,R­ xn
1 . qwith f g C R . Then u - 0 in B .x Rn
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 . q  4Proof. For every l g 0, R we define S s B l x ) l , and let Rl R n l
 4  . qdenote the reflection in the plane x s l . Set V s R S l B andn l l l R
l  .  .  l.  .  .  .for x g V define x s R x , u x s u x , and w x s u x y u x .l l l l l
It should be noted that the shape of V changes when we pass froml
l ) Rr2 to l - Rr2. As in Proposition 5.2, w satisfiesl
yDw s c x w in V with c g C V . .  .l l l l l l
We first claim that w G 0 on V for l - R close enough to R. This canl l
w xbe seen either by the original argument of Gidas et al. 7 or by using the
maximum principle on narrow domains as used by Berestycki and Niren-
w xberg 3 . Set
l s inf l g 0, R : w G 0 on V for all m g l, R . .  . 40 m m
w x  w x.From the above we know that l - R. In fact, from 7 or 3 it follows0
that l F Rr2. We want to show that0
l s 0.0
 xLooking for a contradiction, assume that l g 0, Rr2 . By continuity0
w G 0 on V . Since w ' 0 is impossible, it follows from the strongl l l0 0 0
maximum principle and Hopf's lemma that w ) 0 on V andl l0 0
­ w ­ ul0 q  4s 2 - 0 on B l x s l .R n 0­ x ­ xn n
 .In fact, the same argument applied on V for l g l , R shows thatl 0
­ u
q  4- 0 on B l x ) l . 5.2 .R n 0­ xn
We next claim that
 4w x G a ) 0 on ­ V l x s 0 . 5.3 .  .l l n0 0
 4  4Assume first that l - Rr2, then ­ V l x s 0 s B 0 l x s 0 .0 l n a n0
 .for some a g 0, R . Note that
­ w ­ u ­ ul0 l0  4x s x q x - 0 for x g B 0 l x s 0 . .  .  .  .a n­ x ­ x ­ xn n n
5.4 .
 .  . l0.  .Indeed, ­ ur­ x F 0 by assumption, and ­ ur­ x x - 0 by 5.2 .n n
 .  .  4Suppose first that w x s 0 for some x g B 0 l x s 0 . Thenl a n0
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 . .  .­ w r­ x x G 0, which clearly contradicts 5.4 . Next assume thatl n0
 .  .  4w y s 0 for some y g ­ B 0 l x s 0 . Without loss of generality wel a n0
 .  .may assume that y s a, 0, . . . , 0 . Because of 5.4 we may apply Lemma
 .  4 2.4 to w on the domain B a y d , 0, . . . , 0 l x ) 0 for some smalll d n0
.d ) 0 to infer that
­ wl0 y - 0. 5.5 .  .
­ x1
 l0.  . l0.  .Now, since y s a ) 0, we have ­ ur­ x y F 0. Using 5.5 it1 1
follows that
­ w­ u ­ ul0 l0y s y q y - 0. .  .  .
­ x ­ x ­ x1 1 1
But this is impossible since the fact that y is a minimum point for u
 4  . .restricted to x s 0 implies that ­ ur­ x y s 0. We have thus estab-n 1
 .lished 5.3 in the case l - Rr2.0
 4  .In the case l s Rr2, ­ V l x s 0 is just the origin 0. If w 0 s 00 l n l0 0
 . .it follows by Hopf's lemma that ­ w r­ x 0 ) 0. But from our assump-l n0
tions it follows that
­ w ­ u ­ u ­ ul0 R r2 R r20 s 0 q 0 F 0 F 0, .  .  .  .
­ x ­ x ­ x ­ xn n n n
 R r2  ..a contradiction here by definition 0 s 0, . . . , 0, R . Hence we have
 .proved 5.3 in all cases.
Now, we have clearly
 4w x ) 0 on ­ V l 0 - x - l . 5.6 .  .l l n 00 0
w x  4Finally, from a lemma of 7 we have for each x g ­ B l x s lR n 0
­ u ­ u ­ 2 u
either x - 0 or else x s 0 and x ) 0. 5.7 .  .  .  .2­ x ­ x ­ xn n n
 .From 5.7 it follows that u is decreasing as a function of x nearn
 4  .  .  .­ B l x s l . Hence, combining 5.3 , 5.6 , and 5.7 it follows that,R n 0
for « small enough,0
w xu x ) u x in V for all « g 0, « . .  .l y« l y« 00 0
This clearly contradicts the definition of l . Hence, l s 0. Finally, from0 0
q .5.2 it follows that ­ ur­ x - 0 in B as claimed.n R
Proposition 2.8 follows by combining Propositions 5.2 and 5.3.
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6. NONEXISTENCE
We begin with a simple nonexistence result for n s 2.
PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose that
Du F 0 in R2 ,q
­ u
2F 0 on ­ R ,q­ xn
u G 0 in R2 .q
Then u is a constant.
w xProof. It is a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 6.1 from 11 ,
2  .where it is assumed that u F 1. Take x g R . For « , d g 0, 1 we define0 q
< < 2x y x0
c x s « u x log q C , .  .0 d2 /d
where
2 < <C s max u x y u x , S s x g R : x y x s d . .  . .  4d 0 d q 0
Sd
Then c s C on S , and if d is small enough then alsod d
2 1r«< <c x G u x G u x y u x for x g R , x y x s e . .  .  .  .0 0 q 0
A calculation yields that
­c
2F 0 on ­ R .q­ xn
Thus by the maximum principle
2 1r«< <c x G u x y u x for x g R , d - x y x - e . .  .  .0 q 0
 .  .Letting « ª 0 and then d ª 0, we conclude that u x y u x F 0 for any0
2x , x g R .0 q
PROPOSITION 6.2. Assume that n ) 2, a ) 0, and
n n
p - or q - .
n y 2 n y 1
 .Then there is no nonnegati¨ e nontri¨ ial solution of P .
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 . w xProof. Assume first that p - nr n y 2 . It was shown in 13 that any
nontrivial solution of the Cauchy problem
¨ s D¨ a q ¨ b , x g R n , t ) 0,t
¨ x , 0 s ¨ x G 0, x g R n , .  .0
blows up in finite time if 0 - a - 1 and 1 - b - a q 2rn. This implies
that if we set u s ¨ a, m s 1ra , and p s bra then there are no global-
in-time nontrivial solutions of the problem
um s Du q u p , x g R n , t ) 0, . t q
­ u
ns 0, x g ­ R , t ) 0,q­ xn
u x , 0 s u x G 0, x g R n , .  .0 q
if 1 - m - p - 1 q 2mrn. Since solutions of this problem are subsolu-
tions of the problem
um s Du q u p , x g R n , t ) 0, . t q
­ u
q ny s u , x g ­ R , t ) 0,q­ xn
PP .
u x , 0 s u x G 0, x g R n , .  .0 q
 .we conclude that PP has no global nontrivial solution if 1 - m - p - 1
q 2mrn. This means that
lim sup u ?, t s ` . `
tªT
for some T - `.
 .To rule out existence of unbounded positive steady states of PP we
proceed by contradiction. Suppose there is a positive steady state w and
1 n .choose an initial function u g C R such that0 q
n0 - u F w in R ,0 q
X n < <u x s U r , x for x s x , x g R , r s x9 , .  .  .0 0 n n q
­U ­U ­U0 0 0n q nF 0, F 0 in R , y s U on ­ R .q 0 q­ r ­ x ­ xn n
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The maximum principle implies then that
­U ­U
u x , t s U r , x , t , F 0, F 0. .  .n ­ r ­ xn
Hence,
max u ?, t s u 0, t , .  .
and there is a T ) 0 such that
lim sup u 0, t s `. .
tªT
This yields a contradiction with the existence of w if 1 - m - p - 1 q
 .2mrn. Under the assumption p - nr n y 2 such a choice of m is
possible.
Next we show that any nontrivial solution of
um s Du , x g R n , t ) 0, . t q
­ u
q ny s u , x g ­ R , t ) 0,q­ xn
u x , 0 s u x G 0, x g R n , .  .0 q
blows up in finite time if 1 - m - q - 1 q mrn.
We consider ¨ s um which solves the problem
¨ s D¨ a , x g R n , t ) 0,t q
­ ¨ a .
g ny s ¨ , x g ­ R , t ) 0,q­ xn
¨ x , 0 s um x G 0, x g R n , .  .0 q
where a s 1rm, g s qrm. We use a Kaplan-type argument similar to that
w x w xin 2 and 13 . We introduce the functions
X < X < m yn < x
X < 2f x s C x e , c x s K exp yl x , m , n , l ) 0, .  .  .n n
where C, K are such that
`




C s , K s 2 .(
G m q n y 1 p .
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 .  X.  .Then w x s f x c x satisfiesn
Dw G y4lw in R n ,q
if
2n
2 2 2n q 2l m q n y 3 m G n m q y 1 . .  . .  /2
If we now define
F t s ¨ x , t w x dx , .  .  .H
nRq
then
FX t s w D¨ a dx G K ¨ g xX , 0, t f xX dxX y 4l ¨ aw dx , .  .  .H H H
n ny1 nR R Rq q
and Jensen's inequality yields
g
X X X X aF t G K ¨ x , 0, t f x dx y 4lF t . .  .  .  .H /ny1R
 m.We may assume that u F 0. Then ¨ F 0 and we have0 x xn n
¨ xX , 0, t f xX dxX G ¨ x , t w x dx ; .  .  .  .H H
ny1 nR Rq
hence
FX G KFg y 4lF a .
A solution of this ordinary differential inequality blows up if
 .1r gya4l
F 0 ) .  /K
or
 .1r gyamqny1n l 4lX 2mXm yn < x <yl x n< <2 u x x e dx ) . .( H 0  /nG m q n y 1 p K . Rq
This inequality holds if we choose
221 n m q nr2 y 1 .
m - y n , l s ,2g y a 2 m q n y 3 m .
and n small enough.
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Choosing u as before we can conclude that positive steady states of0
 .PP do not exist if 1 - m - q - 1 q mrn and such a choice of m is
 .possible provided q - nr n y 1 .
PROPOSITION 6.3. Assume that n ) 2, a ) 0, and
n q 2 n
p F and q F
n y 2 n y 2
with at least one strict inequality. Then there is no nonnegati¨ e nontri¨ ial
 .solution of P .
w xProof. The proof requires a simple modification of the argument of 10
where it was shown that there is no nonnegative nontrivial solution if
 .a s 0 and q - nr n y 2 .
w x In the sequel we follow quite closely the presentation of 4 which treats
n.the case of an equation in R . Suppose u is a nonnegative nontrivial
 .solution to P . From the maximum principle and Hopf's lemma it follows
that u ) 0 on R n j ­ R n . Since we do not have any information on theq q
behavior of u at infinity we introduce via a Kelvin transformation a new
function ¨ by
1 x
¨ x s u . . ny2 2 /< < < <x x
It is easy to check that ¨ satisfies
< < ny2. pynq2. p nyD¨ s a x ¨ in R ,q
6.1 .­ ¨ ny2.qyn q n< <  4y s x ¨ on ­ R _ 0 .q­ xn
< <Note that ¨ may have a singularity at 0. Note also that for x large
 .  . < < ny2¨ x ; u 0 r x ; hence
C1
< <0 - ¨ x F for x G 1, 6.2 .  .ny2< <x
for some positive constant C .1
 .For l g y`, 0 we set
S s x g R n : x - l . 4l q 1
 .Then, for x s x , . . . , x g S we define1 n l
x l s 2l y x , x , . . . , x , ¨ x s ¨ x l . .  .  .1 2 n l
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l  .We denote also x s 0 s 2l, 0, . . . , 0 . Let g be defined byl
< <yag x s x q be , e s 0, . . . , 0, 1 .  .n n
with
0 - a - n y 2, qC qy1 - ab . 6.3 .1
Then set
w s ¨ y ¨ , w s w rg on S .l l l l l
 .Note that w and w may be singular at the point x s 2l, 0, . . . , 0 .l l l
The proof is divided into several steps.
< <Step 1. For l - 0 with l large enough, if inf w - 0 then theS ll
 4infimum is attained at some point of S _ x .l l
We first note that by the maximum principle and Hopf's lemma
min ¨ x : x g ­ Bq l R n s d ) 0. 4 . 1 q
w xAs in 10 we introduce for all « ) 0 the harmonic function
< < 2yn 2ynx y «
h x s d .« 2yn1 y «
on the half-annulus A s Bq_ B . By the maximum principle and Hopf's« 1 «
 .  .lemma it follows that ¨ x G h x for x g A . Since, for each fixed x,« «
 .lim h x s d, it follows that« ª 0 «
q  4¨ x G d on B _ 0 . 6.4 .  .1
 .  . < <Since, by 6.2 , ¨ x ª 0 as x ª `, it follows that for l - 0 large in
q .absolute value we have ¨ F d on B x , 1 . For such l we have clearlyl
qw x G 0 on B x , 1 . 6.5 .  .  .l l
It follows that, for l - 0 large in absolute value,
inf w - 0 implies inf w s inf w .l l l
S S  .S _ B x , 1l l l l
 .Finally, to get the conclusion of Step 1 it is enough to note that w x ª 0l
< <as x ª `.
  ..Step 2. There exists an R ) 0 independent of l g y`, 0 such that0
0 0 0 4  . < <whenever inf w is attained at x g S _ x with w x - 0, then x FS l l l ll
R .0
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< l < < <Since x F x on S we get by a direct calculation that w satisfiesl l
yDw G c x w in S , .l l l l
6.6­ w  .l  4  4y G d x w on ­ S l x s 0 _ x , .l l l n l­ xn
where
py1 qy1ny2. pynq2. ny2.qyn< < < <c x s ap x c x and d x s q x h x . .  .  .  .l l l l
 .  .  .  l.Here c x and h x both lie between ¨ x and ¨ x . It follows then thatl l
w satisfiesl
D g
yDw G c x q w .l l l /g
=g
q 2 ? =w in S ,l lg
6.7 .
g­ w xl n  4  4y G d x q w on ­ S l x s 0 _ x . .l l l n l /­ x gn
0Now let x be a minimum point of w as in the statement of Step 2. Wel
< 0 <shall see in the sequel that x cannot be too large. Suppose first that
0  0.  0.  0.  0.x g S . Since w x - 0 it follows that ¨ x - c x - ¨ x . Usingl l l l
 . < 0 <6.2 we see that if x G 1 then
C1 y40 0 py1 < <c x F hence c x F apC x . .  .l l 1ny20< <x
On the other hand,
D g y2< <x s a a y n y 2 x q be . .  . . ng
< 0 <  0.  . 0.Since a - n y 2 it follows that for x large enough c x q D grg xl
0 .  .- 0 and from 6.7 it follows that Dw x - 0, which is impossible for al
minimum point.
0  4  4Assume next that x g ­ S l x s 0 _ x . Then, as above we con-l n l
clude that
C10 0 0< <h x F ¨ x F if x G 1; .  .l ny2< <x
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 0. qy1 < 0 <y2hence, d x F qC x . Sincel 1
gx y2n < <s yab x q beng
 .it follows from 6.3 that
gx n0 0 0< <d x q x - 0 for x large. .  .l g
0 .  . .Finally from 6.7 we get that ­ w r­ x x - 0. This is inconsistent withl n
the fact that x 0 is a minimum. The conclusion of Step 2 follows.
Step 3. Moving the plane until a critical position. From Steps 1 and 2
we may infer that for l - 0 large in absolute value we have w G 0 on S .l l
Let us define
l s sup l - 0: w G 0 on S for all m g y`, l . . 40 m m
By the above l is well defined. We claim that0
l s 0. 6.8 .0
Suppose not; then l - 0. By continuity, w G 0 on S hence also0 l l0 0
.  .w G 0 on S . By the maximum principle and Hopf's lemma we havel l0 0
either w ' 0 on S or elsel l0 0
n  4  4w ) 0 on S j ­ S l ­ R l x - l _ x . .l l l q 1 0 l0 0 0 0
 .  .Recall that at least one of the inequalities p F n q 2 r n y 2 and
 .  .  .q F nr n q 2 is strict. Suppose, for example, that p - n q 2 r n y 2 .
Recalling the equations satisfied by ¨ and ¨ ,l0
< < ny2. pynq2. p < l0 < ny2. pynq2. p nyD¨ s a x ¨ and yD¨ s a x ¨ on R ,l l q0 0
< l0 < < <and taking into account the inequality x - x on S , we see thatl0
 .  .  .w ' 0 is impossible. Similarly, if p s n q 2 r n y 2 but q - nr n y 2l0
the boundary condition shows that w ' 0 is impossible. Hence,l0
n  4  4w ) 0 on S j ­ S l ­ R l x - l _ x . 6.9 . .l l l q 1 0 l0 0 0 0
 .By the definition of l there exists a sequence l g l , 0 satisfying0 k 0
l o l and inf w - 0. Note first that for some positive d we havek 0 S ll kk
q n< <min w x : x g ­ B x , l r2 l R s d. .  . 5l l 0 q0 0
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Since
q < <yDw G 0 in B x , l r2 , .l l 00 0
6.10 .­ wl0 q < <  4y G 0 on ­ B x , l r2 _ x , .l 0 l0 0­ xn
 .the same argument which led to 6.4 shows that
q < <  4w G d on B x , l r2 _ x . 6.11 . .l l 0 l0 0 0
 .It follows from 6.11 that
q < <  4lim inf w x : x g B x , l r2 _ x G d. 6.12 .  . . 5l l 0 lk k kkª`
 .  . < <Using 6.12 and the fact that w x ª 0 as x ª ` we may infer that forlk
k large the negative inf w is attained at some pointS ll kk
k q < <x g S _ B x , l r2 . .l l 0k k
< k <By Step 2, x F R and passing to a subsequence we may assume that0
k 0  .  0. 0 x ª x . By 6.9 we have necessarily w x s 0 and x g ­ S l x sl l 10 0k k4  .l . If x g S for an infinite number of ks then =w x s 0 and by0 l lk k
0 .continuity =w x s 0. It then follows easily that alsol0
=w x 0 s 0. 6.13 .  .l0
0 q  . 0.If x g ­ S l R then by Hopf's lemma ­ w r­ x x - 0, a contra-l n l 10 0
 .diction with 6.13 . Using Lemma 2.4 instead of the usual Hopf's lemma we
get a contradiction similarly if we suppose
0 q  4x g ­ S l ­ R l x s l .l n 1 00
k  4 In the remaining case we may assume that x g ­ S l x s 0 l xl n 1k
4- l for all k. But then we have stillk
­ wlk kx s 0 for i s 1, . . . , n y 1. .
­ xi
0 . .In particular, passing to the limit as k ª ` we obtain that ­ w r­ x xl 10
 0.  . 0.s 0. Since w x s 0 it follows that ­ w r­ x x s 0 too, and wel l 10 0
 .arrive at a contradiction as above. Hence we have established 6.8 .
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Step 4. Conclusion of the proof of Proposition 6.3. From Step 3 we
 .  . conclude that ¨ yx , x , . . . , x G ¨ x , x , . . . , x for every point x ,1 2 n 1 2 n 1
. n. . . , x g R with x - 0. Moving the plane in the opposite direction wen q 1
 .  . may infer that ¨ yx , x , . . . , x s ¨ x , x , . . . , x for every x , . . . ,1 2 n 1 2 n 1
. nx g R with x - 0, i.e., ¨ is symmetric with respect to the x -axis. Then q 1 1
same argument applies to any direction perpendicular to the x -direction.n
Hence
1r22 2¨ x s q x , x q ??? qx for some function q ?, ? . .  . . /n 1 ny1
Returning to the original u we get that
1r22 21 x x q ??? qx .n 1 ny1
u x s q , . ny2 2 2 /< < < < < <x x x
1r22 2' q x , x q ??? qx .Ä  . /n 1 ny1
Now we may choose as the origin any point in the hyperplane ­ R n andq
apply the same proof. We conclude that u is a function of x only. But it isn
 .then easy to check that there is no nontrivial solution of P which is a
function of x only.n
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